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The Babylon Code
Is it possible the United States, a superpower without peer in history, might not be a key player as the world makes its way
down the road to the Battle of Armageddon? This is the central question explored by prophecy expert Mark Hitchcock in The
Late Great United States, a fascinating behind-the-headlines look at numerous current events and how they relate to what
the Bible says about the last days. Americans are accustomed to seeing their country center stage as a world power, but as
Hitchcock carefully details, this may not be the case in the final scene. Based on extensive research of the Bible and other
sources, The Late Great United States provides compelling and often surprising answers to questions like these: •Does the
Bible say anything about America in the last days? •How could the U.S. fit into God’s prophetic plan? •Will America survive?
•Might the anti-Christ come from America? •Could America’s addiction to oil be her undoing? •Will America be destroyed by
a nuclear attack? •Could America fall from within as a result of moral corruption? •Is America still a “blessed” nation? •How
should individual Christians respond to a world in chaos? Regardless of America's final fate and the outcome of dire events
at the end of the age, Hitchcock urges us to find our hope in a God who will not forsake us–no matter what cataclysms we
experience on earth. From the Hardcover edition.

Is America in Bible Prophecy?
Where the spiritual world intersects with the political world This book is about medicine; the antidote and prescription for
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staying the plague of ignorance overcoming the US and the world. It is about the restoration, if not for the soul of a nation,
at least the restored mind of individuals. It is a gathering of missing pieces to a puzzle extracted from the annals of time. It
is a crystal clear picture painted from the heavens, an eye salve for healing smoke-filled eyes and the restoration of
faraway vision. As the sands of time dwindle, history has played out exposing hidden pieces to a great prophetic puzzle.
The fog of religious doctrine long shrouding short-sighted minds has lifted. Men can see clearly now, as long standing
prophetic theories are exposed by the purifying light of the real facts. New York City is the story world of the great intrigue
and holds the clues to a remarkable story. Why? Because NYC is the Citadel of world commerce, the home state of the
Trump-eter, but most importantly it is the residence of the Great Beast; the United Nations, the nerve center for the
globalization of the planet earth. All the pieces fit together tightly, in high definition, in the DEEP STATE PROPHECY AND THE
LAST TRUMP.

Judah's Sceptre and Joseph's Birthright
An international news story when published last year, now in paperback: A historical detective story leads to dramatic and
ground-breaking revelations about the life and times of Jesus. Waiting to be rediscovered in the British Library is an ancient
manuscript of the early Church, copied by an anonymous monk. The manuscript is at least 1,450 years old, possibly dating
to the first century. And now, The Lost Gospel provides the first ever translation from Syriac into English of this unique
document that tells the inside story of Jesus’ social, family, and political life. The Lost Gospel takes the reader on an
unparalleled historical adventure through a paradigm shifting manuscript. What the authors eventually discover is as
astounding as it is surprising: the confirmation of Jesus’ marriage to Mary Magdalene; the names of their two children; the
towering presence of Mary Magdalene; a previously unknown plot on Jesus’ life (thirteen years prior to the crucifixion); an
assassination attempt against Mary Magdalene and their children; Jesus’ connection to political figures at the highest level
of the Roman Empire; and a religious movement that antedates that of Paul—the Church of Mary Magdalene. Part historical
detective story, part modern adventure, The Lost Gospel reveals secrets that have been hiding in plain sight for millennia.

America a Prophecy
Key Features: Study methods Introduction to the text Summaries with critical notes Themes and techniques Textual
analysis of key passages Author biography Historical and literary background Modern and historical critical approaches
Chronology Glossary of literary terms

Prophecy, Politics and Place in Medieval England
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The classic collaboration from the internationally bestselling authors Neil Gaiman and Terry Pratchett, soon to be an original
series starring Michael Sheen and David Tennant. “Good Omens . . . is something like what would have happened if Thomas
Pynchon, Tom Robbins and Don DeLillo had collaborated. Lots of literary inventiveness in the plotting and chunks of very
good writing and characterization. It’s a wow. It would make one hell of a movie. Or a heavenly one. Take your
pick.”—Washington Post According to The Nice and Accurate Prophecies of Agnes Nutter, Witch (the world's only completely
accurate book of prophecies, written in 1655, before she exploded), the world will end on a Saturday. Next Saturday, in fact.
Just before dinner. So the armies of Good and Evil are amassing, Atlantis is rising, frogs are falling, tempers are flaring.
Everything appears to be going according to Divine Plan. Except a somewhat fussy angel and a fast-living demon—both of
whom have lived amongst Earth's mortals since The Beginning and have grown rather fond of the lifestyle—are not actually
looking forward to the coming Rapture. And someone seems to have misplaced the Antichrist . . .

The United States and Britain in Prophecy
Clark explores the 400 year history of this powerful political ideology from its beginnings among the Puritans of 17th
century England to the present-day United States, where Christian Zionists wield unprecedented influence.

America and Britain in Prophecy
Yet again, Steve Wohlberg tackles a subject in just a handful of words that is often buried within the pages of a huge book
and answers questions of many people at the same time. This time he pointedly defined the two beasts of Revelation 13,
particularly the second beast that, as we learn, is representative of the United States. In identifying the first beast, he also
draws from Daniel 7 as these two beasts are markedly similar. While these two beasts seem to point to a gloomy future, we
have hope in our Lord Jesus Christ who will reign supreme. Satan’s days are “numbered, and when the last battle rages,
heaven’s Lamb will win, not the beast.” “‘Repent’ (Luke 13:3) is God’s loving plea. Those who respond to His offer, and who
then stand for the right though the heavens fall, have the assurance that someday they will live forever in a land where
freedom truly reigns, where there is ‘no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for
the former things are passed away’ (Revelation 21:4 KJV).”

The Lost Gospel: Decoding the Ancient Text that Reveals Jesus' Marriage to Mary the
Magdalene
IF YOU DON'T KNOW SIMON SCARROW, YOU DON'T KNOW ROME! THE EAGLE'S PROPHECY is the powerful sixth novel in
Simon Scarrow's bestselling Eagles of the Empire seires. Perfect for fans of Bernard Cornwell. Praise for Simon Scarrow's
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gripping novels: 'Ferocious and compelling' Daily Express The Adriatic Sea, AD 45. Cato and Macro, centurions of the Roman
army, are horrified to learn that they face possible execution after the death of their commanding officer. Fortunately, the
Emperor's secretary is willing to offer them an alternative: to join the marines and hunt down a band of brutal pirates who
are decimating not only Rome's reputation, but also a critical supply chain. As they discover the true horror of battle at sea,
Macro and Cato must also remember their real mission: to recover from those pirates a set of scrolls that hold secrets vital
to the future of the Roman Empire. Rome will do anything to get them back

Good Omens
This carefully crafted ebook: "Europe A Prophecy (Illuminated Manuscript with the Original Illustrations of William Blake)" is
formatted for your eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents. Blake's illuminated books, produced from
1783-1795, are remarkable examples of complex syntheses: of form - poetry and painting; and of subject - the real with the
mythical. Blake created his own mythological creations to populate his poems and paintings: concepts and ideas became
personified into universal representations. He used these mythological characters to explain and act out his singular view of
history. Blake divided the nature of man into four personified elements: "Los, the imagination and eventual source of
redemption; Urizen, the reason and vengeful Jehovah of the Old Testament as opposed to the merciful Christ of the New;
Luvah, the senses; and Tharmas, the emotions". Each of these characters has an emanation, or female "offshoot", who is
commonly a negative character attempting to dominate her male counterpart. "William Blake (1757 – 1827) was an English
poet, painter, and printmaker. Largely unrecognised during his lifetime, Blake is now considered a seminal figure in the
history of both the poetry and visual arts of the Romantic Age.

Albion's Seed
Does the Bible predict an asteroidor something else? This book will challenge your interpretation of end-times theology and
help you sharpen your understanding in light of current times. Does Revelation 8:10-11 describe an asteroid? Is the
Wormwood star from Revelation 8 already headed toward Earth? Are NASA and high-level government officials aware of an
asteroid that is on a collision course with our planet? Is that why President Trump sanctioned a colossal increase to
planetary defense? Do the prophecies from ancient cultures and religions across the globe all point to a catastrophic
planetary event that has scientists and politicians taking extreme preventative measures under the public radar? Earth is
not currently prepared for the scope of impact that may be just around the corner, and people in high places know it But
what will the biblical Wormwood actually be? Traditional scholarly interpretation claims it will be an asteroid. Others
postulate that the eschatological poisoning of one-third of all Earth's waters and the devastation of our planet's ecology
might not be as detectable as we may believe: it could hit suddenly and without warning, like an angel of God appearing in
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the sky with fire and light, bringing judgment in an instant. Follow Thomas Horn as he blazes a trail through these questions
and many others, posing answers that very few in the church today are willing to provide. FEATURES AND BENEFITS:
Examines asteroid threats to Earth, including Apophis (named after the Egyptian god of chaos), which is a topic of serious
discussion among experts in planetary defense Includes interviews with government impact specialists, scientists, Bible
scholars, and prophecy experts

Doomsayers
No One Is Too Small to Make a Difference
BOY, HEALER, PROPHET—THE EPIC TALE OF MERLIN BEGINS In the town of Segontium a wild storm washes a fugitive
ashore. He brutally rapes the granddaughter of the ruler of the Deceangli tribe, leaving her to bear his son, Myrddion
Merlinus (Merlin). Spurned as a demon seed, the child is raised by his grandmother and, as soon as he turns nine, he is
apprenticed to a skilled alchemist who hones the boy’s remarkable gift of prophecy. Meanwhile, the High King of the
Britons, Vortigern, is rebuilding the ancient fortress at Dinas Emrys. According to a prophecy, he must use the blood of a
demon seed—a human sacrifice—to make his towers stand firm. Myrddion’s life is now in jeopardy, but the gifted boy
understands that he has a richer destiny to fulfill. Soon Vortigern shall be known as the harbinger of chaos, and Myrddion
must use his gifts for good in a land besieged by evil. So begins the young healer’s journey to greatness . . .

The United States in Bible Prophecy
The age of revolution, in which kings were dethroned, radical ideals of human equality embraced, and new constitutions
written, was also the age of prophecy. Neither an archaic remnant nor a novel practice, prophecy in the eighteenth century
was rooted both in the primitive worldview of the Old Testament and in the vibrant intellectual environment of the
philosophers and their political allies, the republicans. In Doomsayers: Anglo-American Prophecy in the Age of Revolution,
Susan Juster examines the culture of prophecy in Great Britain and the United States from 1765 to 1815 side by side with
the intellectual and political transformations that gave the period its historical distinction as the era of enlightened
rationalism and democratic revolution. Although sometimes viewed as madmen or fools, prophets of the 1790s and early
1800s were very much products of a liberal commercial society, even while they registered their disapproval of the values
and practices of that society and fought a determined campaign to return Protestant Anglo-America to its biblical moorings.
They enjoyed greater visibility than their counterparts of earlier eras, thanks to the creation of a vigorous new public sphere
of coffeehouses, newspapers, corresponding societies, voluntary associations, and penny pamphlets. Prophecy was no
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longer just the art of applying biblical passages to contemporary events; it was now the business of selling both terror and
reassurance to eager buyers. Tracking the careers of several hundred men and women in Britain and North America, most
of ordinary background, who preached a message of primitive justice that jarred against the cosmopolitan sensibilities of
their audiences, Doomsayers explores how prophetic claims were formulated, challenged, tested, advanced, and
abandoned. The stories of these doomsayers, whose colorful careers entertained and annoyed readers across the political
spectrum, challenge the notion that religious faith and the Enlightenment represented fundamentally alien ways of living in
and with the world. From the debates over religious enthusiasm staged by churchmen and the literati to the earnest
offerings of ordinary men and women to speak to and for God, Doomsayers shows that the contest between prophets and
their critics for the allegiance of the Anglo-American reading public was part of a broader recalibration of the norms and
values of civic discourse in the age of revolution.

The Continental Prophecies
The New York Times best seller The Harbinger now has an indispensable companion that will enable you to go deeper into
the prophetic revelations and decode the mysteries that have caused a stir throughout the nation.

The Harbinger Companion With Study Guide
"There will be signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the starsNow when these things begin to happen, look up and lift up
your heads, because your redemption draws near." Luke 21:25a, 28 It is rare that Scripture, science, and history align with
each other, yet the last three series of Four Blood Moons have done exactly that. Are these the "signs" that God refers to in
His Word? If they are, what do they mean? What is their prophetic significance?

The Merlin Prophecy Book One: Battle of Kings
The explosion of a jetliner over India triggers an Apocalyptic battle that sweeps across the subcontinent. Reprint.

The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy
Riding a tsunami of information, the public has trampled on the temples of authority in every domain of human activity,
everywhere. The Revolt of the Public tells the story of how ordinary people, gifted amateurs networked in communities of
interest, have swarmed over the hierarchies of accredited professionals, questioned their methods, and shouted their
failures from the digital rooftops. In science, business, media - and, pre-eminently, in politics and government - established
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elites have lost the power to command attention and set the agenda.The consequences have been revolutionary.
Insurgencies enabled by digital devices and a vast information sphere have mobilized millions, toppling dictators in Egypt
and Tunisia, crushing the ruling Socialist Party in Spain, inspiring "Tea Parties" and "Occupations" in the United States. Trust
in political authority stands at an all-time low around the world. The Revolt of the Public analyzes the composition of the
public, the nature of authority and legitimacy, and the part played by the perturbing agent: information. A major theme of
the book is whether democratic institutions can survive the assaults of a public that at times appears to be at war with any
form of organization, if not with history itself.

The Late Great United States
People of the Western world would be stunned-dumbfounded-if they knew! The governments of the United States, Britain,
Canada, Australasia, South Africa would set in motion gigantic crash programs-if they knew! They could know! But they
don’t! Why? In this book: • The Lost Master Key Has Been Found • Prophecies Closed Until Now! • National Greatness
Promised Israel—Yet the Jews Never Received It—Why? • The Separation of the Birthright and the Scepter • The Davidic
Covenant • Children of Israel Become Two Nations • The Mysterious Breach • Israel's New Land • Birthright Withheld 2,520
Years! • Why Israel Lost Identity • The Birthright—at its Zenith—and Now! • And Now What? The Prophecies for the
Immediate Future • What's Prophesied to Happen, Now—to America and Britain This ebook is offered completely free of
charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account
which requires your credit card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged
to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process.

God in Search of Man
Chaos ensues as Rome abandons Britain, leaving native Britons alone to defend their shores from the growing Saxon
invasion. Set in 5th Century Britain, this retelling of the traditional legends of Merlin, King Arthur, and Avalon, blends a
mixture of historical fact with Arthurian fantasy. Refreshingly innovative, the tale spans the mysterious birth of Merlin,
climaxing with the conception of Arthur, the legendary future king of Britain. A young Merlin advises three High Kings: to
fight through the bedlam, fight for the right to rule, fight to save the future treasure of Britain! Interlacing love, revenge,
mystery and murder, with a dash of humor, this coming of age adventure is a guide through the shrouded tales that
embrace the Sons of Avalon.

The Revolt of the Public
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This volume of premium cosmic horror contains a high-quality facsimile edition of William Blake's original handwritten
masterpiece, an introduction by Aladdin Collar, a plain-text companion of the poems, and a diagrammatic interpretation of
Blake's unique pantheon of gods. Told through dense verses of symbol and esoteric cosmology, America a Prophecy details
a Revolutionary War on a metaphysical plane. Heralded by thirteen colonial angels, the Christ-figure called Ore champions
love and passion over the primordial Albion, and Albion's demonic aspect, the terrible Urizen. America a Prophecy is one of
12 Illuminated Prophecies by Blake, which together represent the first modern mythological system. This approach to
literature (the development of a unique, fictional cosmology) was later adapted by notable authors such as Lord Dunsany,
JRR Tolkein, and HP Lovecraft, before being integrated into mainstream popular entertainment.

England and America
The last volumes in the series of William Blake's Illuminated Books reveal the writer and artist as a prophet driven by a
sense of apocalyptic urgency. Blake conceived and executed The Continental Prophecies and The Urizen Books in the early
1790s, capturing the intellectual and spiritual turmoil of the American and French revolutions. Here, for the first time, the
general reader will encounter Blake's most intense vision in reproductions that do justice to the originals, accompanied by
texts, comprehensive notes and commentaries, and detailed interpretations of the designs. The Continental Prophecies,
which comprises "America," "Europe," and "The Song of Los," presents Blake's critical reckoning with the history of his own
times. Marked by a particularly close integration of word and image, the books form a mythical plot from historical events
and criticize the intricate structure of social oppression that the author attributes to organized state religion. Each of the
three books attempts to point a way toward the process of millennial liberation. These volumes complete the six-part series
of William Blake's Illuminated Books, including Jerusalem, Songs of Innocence and of Experience (now available in
paperback), The Early Illuminated Books, and Milton, A Poem, all published by Princeton University Press.

Mystery of the Ages
In November of 2016, the world witnessed the impossible. Nearly every household in America was tuned in to the election
feeds, and every update pointed to a loss for the Republican Party. But when the map of the states flipped red in the final
hour, there were a select few who weren't surprised. They had always known Trump was going to win. He was chosen for
such a time as this. The prophecy had said so.This prophet, this reserved man of God, was retired firefighter Mark Taylor.
The word given by the Holy Spirit was delivered on April 28, 2011, years before Trump's victory. The election, however, was
only the beginning. In this UPDATED AND EXPANDED release of The Trump Prophecies, Defender Publishing revisits what
the Lord revealed to Mark Taylor in both the celebrated "Commander-In-Chief Prophecy" that played such a key role in
bolstering Trump's 2016 win, as well as many other messages the Holy Spirit inspired Taylor to write about what would
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transpire next for the most powerful nation on earth today. Fast forward¿ Halfway into Trump's first term, have Taylor's
prophecies come true? Is Trump who he said he was, and is he delivering on the promises he made during his campaign?
And what of the other prophecies God gave Mark regarding economics, criminal juistice, leadership turnover in the Supreme
Court, and several other specific details? Have all of these inspired writings carried equal reliability as "Commander-InChief"?So far, Mark Taylor is batting a thousand.

Conjuring Hitler
What's ahead for the United States and Britain? Is the world's most powerful nation—the United States of
America—overlooked in Bible prophecy? Why are relatively small powers like Egypt, Syria and Lebanon mentioned, but no
nation recognizable as the United States can be found? What about other major English-speaking nations such as the United
Kingdom, Canada and Australia? In fact, many prophecies do mention these nations. But, without a proper understanding of
history and the Scriptures, few can identify these countries and understand what lies ahead for them. The Bible study aid
booklet, The United States and Britain in Bible Prophecy, takes you on a remarkable journey through history and Bible
prophecy to reveal an incredible story with sobering implications for the major English-speaking nations. You can't afford to
be without this priceless information. Chapters in this ebook: -- Two Nations That Changed the World -- God's Commitment
to Abraham and His Descendants -- What Is a Biblical Covenant? -- How God Shaped Israel's Future -- Does God Keep His
Word? -- How Jacob Became Abraham's Heir -- Israel's Golden Age -- With Justice for All -- International Trade: A Source of
Solomon's Wealth -- God's Covenant With David -- Were All the Israelites Deported? -- Are All Israelites Jews? -- The
Mysterious Scythians Burst Into History -- Celts and Scythians Linked by Archaeological Discoveries -- Linguistic Links:
What's in a Name? -- The Label Celt and Celtic Society -- Prophecies of Israel's Resettlement in Northwestern Europe -Britain and the United States Inherit Joseph's Birthright -- Benjamin Disraeli: Maestro of Empire -- Advocates of BritishIsraelism -- The Bible In British and American History -- From Punishment to Destiny -- Dual Fulfillment in Bible Prophecy -The Geography of Celtic-Scythian Commerce Inside this Bible Study Aid ebook: "Why has history been so benevolent and
economically generous to Britain and the United States? Why have they been blessed so favorably over the nations that
preceded them in history? The answer lies in the understanding and fulfillment of biblical prophecy." "God's promise to
Abraham was not limited to a small and ancient people in the Middle East. It extends far into the future, and it is not limited
by national boundaries." "Where can we find the descendants of Joseph, the lost tribes of Ephraim and Manasseh? This list
of blessings eliminates most of the nations of the world as contenders. To find them we must ask: Which nations possess
these blessings in our world?" "When we understand that the modern descendants of Joseph are the people of the United
States and Britain, we see that over the past three centuries God has been true to His promises." "Though the United States
and Britain do not appear in the Bible's prophecies of the end time under their present names, God hasn't ignored these
nations. He identifies them in prophecy according to their ancestry. Most people simply haven't known where to look for
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them."

The Handmaid's Tale
First published in 1923, this book examines how the English and American people opposed or helped each other during and
after the American Revolution.

The Trump Prophecies
Earth's Last Empire
Like all of the minor and major prophets in the Old Testament, the primary focus for the book of Hosea is the end time. The
message delivered anciently was only a type of what is occurring today. It contains a tremendous warning that must be
delivered now! Hosea was written first of all to God’s adulterous wife in this end time. That is how the book is introduced in
the very first chapter. That has not been understood before-not until now! God deals with His Church first because that is
the most important issue-by far. God’s next major concern, in this book, is the British peoples. After that, God is concerned
about the nation of Judah, called “Israel” today. Hosea tells us that those who sow the wind are going to reap the whirlwind!
But there is a beautiful ending to his message. In this booklet: • God's Secret About Hosea's Children • Britain in Prophecy •
God's Love for Israel This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not
that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number
of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up
to 1 month to process.

Revelation
Prophecy expert Mark Hitchcock deals with often-raised questions about America's future in this thoroughly researched,
reader-friendly resource. Examining three prophetic passages that are commonly thought to describe America, Hitchcock
concludes that the Bible is actually silent about the role of the United States in the End Times. He then discusses the
implications of America's absence in prophetic writings. Along with Hitchcock's compelling forecast for the future, he offers
specific actions Americans can take to keep their nation strong and blessed by God, as well as an appendix of additional
questions and answers.
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Sacred Scripture, Sacred War
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly
images and numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule
a new Jerusalem. With an introduction by Will Self.

Inspiration and Authority in the Middle Ages
Inspiration and Authority in the Middle Ages rethinks the role of prophecy in the Middle Ages by examining how professional
theologians responded to new assertions of divine inspiration. Drawing on fresh archival research and detailed study of
unpublished manuscript sources from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries, this volume argues that the task of defining
prophetic authority became a crucial intellectual and cultural enterprise as university-trained theologians confronted
prophetic claims from lay mystics, radical Franciscans, and other unprecedented visionaries. In the process, these
theologians redescribed their own activities as prophetic by locating inspiration not in special predictions or ecstatic visions
but in natural forms of understanding and in the daily work of ecclesiastical teaching and ministry. Instead of containing the
spread of prophetic privilege, however, scholastic assessments of prophecy from Peter Lombard and Thomas Aquinas to
Peter John Olivi and Nicholas Trevet opened space for claims of divine insight to proliferate beyond the control of
theologians. By the turn of the fourteenth century, secular Italian humanists could lay claim to prophetic authority on the
basis of their intellectual powers and literary practices. From Hugh of St Victor to Albertino Mussato, reflections on and
debates over prophecy reveal medieval clerics, scholars, and reformers reshaping the contours of religious authority, the
boundaries of sanctity and sacred texts, and the relationship of tradition to the new voices of the Late Middle Ages.

Europe A Prophecy (Illuminated Manuscript with the Original Illustrations of William Blake)
Winner of an Award of Merit in the Christianity Today Book Awards, History/Biography category On January 17, 1776, one
week after Thomas Paine published his incendiary pamphlet Common Sense, Connecticut minister Samuel Sherwood
preached an equally patriotic sermon. "God Almighty, with all the powers of heaven, are on our side," Sherwood said,
voicing a sacred justification for war that Americans would invoke repeatedly throughout the struggle for independence. In
Sacred Scripture, Sacred War, James Byrd offers the first comprehensive analysis of how American revolutionaries defended
their patriotic convictions through scripture. Byrd shows that the Bible was a key text of the American Revolution. Indeed,
many colonists saw the Bible as primarily a book about war. They viewed God as not merely sanctioning violence but
actively participating in combat, playing a decisive role on the battlefield. When war came, preachers and patriots alike
turned to scripture not only for solace but for exhortations to fight. Such scripture helped amateur soldiers overcome their
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natural aversion to killing, conferred on those who died for the Revolution the halo of martyrdom, and gave Americans a
sense of the divine providence of their cause. Many histories of the Revolution have noted the connection between religion
and war, but Sacred Scripture, Sacred War is the first to provide a detailed analysis of specific biblical texts and how they
were used, especially in making the patriotic case for war. Combing through more than 500 wartime sources, which include
more than 17,000 biblical citations, Byrd shows precisely how the Bible shaped American war, and how war in turn shaped
Americans' view of the Bible. Brilliantly researched and cogently argued, Sacred Scripture, Sacred War sheds new light on
the American Revolution.

An American Four-in-hand in Britain
The #1 New York Times bestseller by Time's 2019 Person of the Year The groundbreaking speeches of Greta Thunberg, the
young climate activist who has become the voice of a generation, including her historic address to the United Nations In
August 2018 a fifteen-year-old Swedish girl, Greta Thunberg, decided not to go to school one day in order to protest the
climate crisis. Her actions sparked a global movement, inspiring millions of students to go on strike for our planet, forcing
governments to listen, and earning her a Nobel Peace Prize nomination. No One Is Too Small to Make A Difference brings
you Greta in her own words, for the first time. Collecting her speeches that have made history across the globe, from the
United Nations to Capitol Hill and mass street protests, her book is a rallying cry for why we must all wake up and fight to
protect the living planet, no matter how powerless we feel. Our future depends upon it.

The Satanic Verses
The most educated, prosperous, and influential civilizations have all come and gone. The pattern of history is that Rome,
Egypt, Babylon, Greece, Persia, and other powerful, developed empires, rose to dizzying heights before crumbling and final
collapse. Suppose you could know the conclusion of world events and the future courses of great nations in advanceincluding the United States and Britain? What if the future of great nations- indeed the greatest nations-could be known? In
other words, imagine knowing how future events will affect you, and every human being, personally. Worsening conditions,
including terrorism, war, famine, disease, soaring food and energy costs, as well as economic upheaval and political
division, have left people confused, uncertain of where to turn for answers. The governments and leaders of the West do
not know how to solve mankind's problems or that "world-shattering" changes are just over the horizon. Awe-inspiring
prophecies recorded long ago have been fulfilled. Others are now coming to pass. God intended that these "great nations
prophecies" be understood, or He would not have recorded them. The ultimate future of the American and British peoples is
astounding, with their greatest period of prosperity and peace yet ahead. But this time will "not" come as their leaders,
planners, and thinkers might hope.
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The Deep State Prophecy and the Last Trump
What if God embedded a code in the Bible that could only be cracked in the end times--a prophetic cypher that reveals how
the four blood moons and the biblical Shemitah are just signs of the beginning of end-time events? Unlocking a great
mystery that has puzzled scholars for nearly two thousand years, THE BABYLON CODE reveals how powerful forces are now
at work to create a global government, cashless society, and universal religion as predicted by the prophets. The result of a
five-year journalistic investigation, THE BABYLON CODE takes readers on a spellbinding journey to explore the link between
the world's most secret organizations, the Bible's greatest prophetic riddle, and what world-renowned evangelist Billy
Graham describes as a convergence in end-time signs for the first time in history. This prophetic mystery book pieces
together the apocalyptic puzzle--uncovering what may be not only the biggest story and political scandal in modern history,
but also the secret to both our survival and our salvation.

Hosea
Abraham Joshua Heschel was one of the most revered religious leaders of the 20th century, and God in Search of Man and
its companion volume, Man Is Not Alone, two of his most important books, are classics of modern Jewish theology. God in
Search of Man combines scholarship with lucidity, reverence, and compassion as Dr. Heschel discusses not man's search for
God but God's for man--the notion of a Chosen People, an idea which, he writes, "signifies not a quality inherent in the
people but a relationship between the people and God." It is an extraordinary description of the nature of Biblical thought,
and how that thought becomes faith.

The Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus
The most powerful and prophetic book yet from best-selling author Pastor John Hagee. Our world is in crisis mode, but God
is still on the throne. Bible prophecy clearly reveals that immediately prior to the rapture of the Church, four powerful kings
will race onto the stage of world history. Pastor Hagee reveals who they are, where they come from, and what they signify.
Learn why Hagee believes that we are in the beginning stages of World War III, and how this will eventually take us to the
Battle of Armageddon. Pastor Hagee vividly describes the key players that signify the King is coming!

Allies for Armageddon
A study of the prophetic tradition in medieval England brings out its influence on contemporary politics and the
contemporary elite.
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Four Blood Moons
Did you ever ask yourself: "Who am I? What am I? Why am I?" You are a mystery. The world about you is a mystery. Now,
you can understand! In this booklet: - Who and What Is God? - Mystery of Angels and Evil Spirits - Mystery of Man - Mystery
of Civilization - Mystery of Israel - Mystery of the Church - Mystery of the Kingdom of God This ebook is offered completely
free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please not that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet
account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be
charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered
completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified
Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary
authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This
ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will
need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of countries, a
temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to
process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please note that
Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number of
countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up to 1
month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please note
that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small number
of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can take up
to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However, please
note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a small
number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund can
take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God. However,
please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card information. In a
small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be refunded. This refund
can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia Church of God.
However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit card
information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
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Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process. This ebook is offered completely free of charge by the Philadelphia
Church of God. However, please note that Google Play will need a verified Google Wallet account which requires your credit
card information. In a small number of countries, a temporary authorization of $1 will be charged to your account but will be
refunded. This refund can take up to 1 month to process.

Sons of Avalon
Nazism is usually depicted as the outcome of political blunders and unique economic factors: we are told that it could not
be prevented, and that it will never be repeated.In this explosive book, Guido Giacomo Preparata shows that the truth is
very different: using meticulous economic analysis, he demonstrates that Hitler's extraordinary rise to power was in fact
facilitated - and eventually financed - by the British and American political classes during the decade following World War
I.Through a close analysis of events in the Third Reich, Preparata unveils a startling history of Anglo-American geopolitical
interests in the early twentieth century. Showing that Nazism was not regarded as an aberration: for the British and
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American establishment of the time, it was regarded as a convenient way of destabilising Europe and driving Germany into
conflict with Stalinist Russia, thus preventing the formation of any rival continental power block. In laying bare the
economic forces at play in the Third Reich, Guido Giacomo Preparata identifies the key players in the British and American
establishment who aided Hitler's meteoric rise.

The Wormwood Prophecy
The Eagle's Prophecy (Eagles of the Empire 6)
This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of the United States, from the earliest English
settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they have changed through time, and it argues a thesis
about the importance for the United States of having been British in its cultural origins. While most people in the United
States today have no British ancestors, they have assimilated regional cultures which were created by British colonists,
even while preserving ethnic identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter
what their ethnicity may be. The concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that regional cultures have
continued to dominate national politics from 1789 to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward education, government,
gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions are greater than between European nations.
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